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We construct Scott domains well suited to use in an abstract implementation of logic programming, 
and perhaps to the modelling of other first-order data structures. The domain elements, which we 
call “grafts”, are in effect a sort of directed graphs. The approximation order in the domains 
corresponds to the relation between tuples of terms, “has as a substitution instance”; the price to be 
paid is that one equivalence class of (tuples of) terms under renaming of variables is represented by 
many grafts. Graft domains come in two flavors-plain and “acyclic”--for modelling logic pro- 
gramming without and with the “occur check”. The least fixed point semantics of logic programming 
re-emerges gracefully from our development in the form of an assignment to each predicate letter 
belonging to a logic program of an open subset of a graft domain as its denotation. 
1. Introduction 
There would seem to be good reason to imagine logic programming to be less in 
need of further semantical inquiry than any other programming language. The 
computations of logic programs are, after all, supposed to be derivations in first-order 
predicate calculus, the longest studied and best understood of all formal systems; if 
one wants more than a purely formal calculus, then one has the well-worked-out 
account of semantics via Herbrand interpretations, again developed by and for 
logicians long before predicate calculus was thought of as a programming language. 
The specialization of classical logical semantics to logic programming has been 
admirably carried out by van Emden and Kowalski in [3], and their work has been 
extended and generalized by Lloyd [6]. 
Nevertheless one may contrive to feel dissatisfied with the conventional accounts of 
logic programming as being excessively “linguistic”. Variables and substitutions play 
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a prominent and seemingly essential role in the description of individual computa- 
tional steps; even the thing computed by a run of a program is taken to be a substitu- 
tion or a succession of substitutions. By contrast, in the case of almost any other 
programming language, one is led either rigorously through development of a math- 
ematical semantics or intuitively through mere experience of use to the view that the 
language itself is no more than a medium of communication by which the program- 
mer may define an algorithm to be carried out in a non-linguistic and mathematically 
more tractable world. 
Our objective here is to provide an “ordinary” denotational semantics for logic 
programming. By this we understand the following. 
For most other programming languages, the “standard” denotational approach 
known as ScotttStrachey semantics interprets a program procedure as denoting 
a contilluous,func.tion between appropriate domains of values. A domain is a math- 
ematically defined partially ordered structure of a particular kind, where the partial 
ordering represents approximation of information. 
On the other hand, as has been well known since the work of van Emden 
and Kowalski, the model-theoretic, least fixed point, and operational semantics 
of logic programming all interpret a logic program procedure as a predicate of 
Herbrand terms. 
Since a predicate is just a truth-valued function, one may aspire to reformulate this 
semantics in the ScotttStrachey framework by constructing suitable domains on 
which the predicates defined by logic programs are continuous functions. Such 
a recasting of the story is the essential purpose of the present paper, having not, to our 
knowledge, yet been elaborated in the published literature. 
The domains we shall construct will consist of ordered, partially node-labelled, 
rooted directed graphs; these will take the place of the terms of the Herbrand universe 
and of terms containing variables in much the same way as the cell-and-pointer 
structures of Lisp implementations take the place of the “official” S-expressions. The 
accompanying loss of abstractness is a familiar one: “sharing” ~ multiplicity of paths 
to nodes ~ becomes significant, and so one term may have many graphs as correlates, 
exhibiting sharing in different degrees. The compensating advantage will be that we 
can get rid of variables: where were before multiple occurrences of a single variable 
will be now multiple paths leading to the same unlabelled node. And despite the added 
complication of sharing we will, thanks to the abolition of variables, obtain a partial 
order on our objects - indeed, make a finitary domain out of them ~ where before, on 
terms, was only the pre-order “has as a substitution instance”; the notion “most 
general common instance” will be supplanted by “least upper bound”. 
As in the semantics based on Herbrand interpretations, logic programs for us will 
define predicates - infinite subsets (ordinarily) of our domains. In fact these will be 
open subsets under the Scott topology; the fact that a logic program can compute with 
finite data structures will be seen as a consequence of the characteristic of the Scott 
topology, that an open set is known by its finite elements. This observation will apply 
equally to classical logic programming with the “occur check”, to model which we 
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must ban cyclic graphs from our domains, so that finite graphs will correspond to 
finite terms, and to the approach taken by Colmerauer’s Prolog II [2], for which the 
infinite terms which notionally arise in computation will be modelled by finite graphs 
with cycles. 
It appears that very much of what we have discovered must have been known to 
Huet, and there is no doubt that equivalents to many of our propositions can be found 
in Chapter 5 of his 1976 thesis [S]. He, however, makes no attempt to get away from 
variables, and seems to introduce sharing by way of somewhat unnatural equivalences 
on all terms, rather than by equivalences on the paths in individual terms. We feel that 
our approach, particularly thanks to the recent introduction of information systems 
or (equivalently) closed families for the construction of domains, is sufficiently more 
streamlined than Huet’s that we do better to develop the ideas from scratch than to 
attempt to cite his results. We have, however, appropriated (and translated) a word 
from Huet: he uses “ggr@’ for the generalization of “substitution” to infinite terms 
(which we feel may as well still be called a substitution); we needed a short name for 
our ordered etc. etc. graph correlate of a term, and settled on “graft”.’ 
2. Preliminaries 
Our approach to domains is via “closed families of sets”, which as shown by 
Winskel and Larsen [lo] are equivalent to the “information systems” of Scott [S] 
(except that there need be no “least informative token”, but this is inessential) and, 
thus, to Scott’s finitary domains. We repeat the necessary definitions and facts from 
Winskel and Larsen. 
Definition 2.1. A closed family is a nonempty set F of sets (of “tokens”), closed under 
(i) nonempty intersections: If 8 # E c F, then n EE F; 
(ii) directed unions: If 0 #D c F, and for any x, YED there is a zeD such that x GZ 
and y&z, then UDEF. 
We may define Con, to be the set of all finite subsets of members of F, and then 
define a relation t-F between ConF and i,_jF by ut,Xo (VXEF)[UGX*XEX]. It is 
straightforward to verify that the resulting triple I(F) = (u F, Con,, t--F) is precisely an 
information system, where: 
Definition 2.2. An information system S =(S, Con, E) consists of a set S of “tokens”, 
a nonempty family Con of “consistent” finite sets of these, and an “entailment” 
relation t between Con and S, satisfying 
(i) uGtl&on 3 uECon 
(ii) XES * jX}ECon 
’ The connotation is meant to be of something like a tree, but exhibiting an artificial complication of 
structure not found in nature. We strenuously deny any intention to make a portmanteau of, for example, 
“graph” and “term”. 
(iii) 14 EX * UU (X) ECon 
(iv) uECon A XEir * 14 I-X 
(v) u,~~EConA(V’YEz,)[11tY]Af’~X * uEX. 
The intuition behind information systems seems to be that a domain of interest can 
be studied, even constructed, by creating a special-purpose logic whose models the 
elements of the domain are. Thus, we may think of the tokens of an information 
system as “elementary propositions” (about an element), consistency of a set of tokens 
as the possibility of their joint truth of some element, and entailment as logical 
consequence. What arc the elements which this approach constructs‘? Simply those 
sets s of tokens (not necessarily finite) which arc 
(1) ~or~~isfrr~t, which is to say u~Con for every tinite subset II of x, and 
(2) drllucticrlj~ c~losrrl, i.e., if LiECon. UC-Y. and II EX, then XEX. 
An element is called ,firrire if it is the deductive closure of some LiECon; note that 
a finite element need not be a finite set. 
Given an information system S. we write IS/ for its set of elements. It is easy to see 
that S is a closed family. Moreover, it turns out that I(ISI)=S, and conversely, for 
any closed family F. 1 I (F ) I= F, so that there is indeed a one-to-one correspondence 
between the two notions. Furthermore, every finitary domain (i.e., every consistently 
complete. algebraic. complete partial order) is isomorphic to a closed family. Closed 
families might have been called “inclusion domains” in much the same way that one 
speaks of “permutation groups”: they provide a realization of any “abstract” finitary 
domain by a family of sets such that the approximation partial order L is realized by 
C, greatest lower bound by set intersection, and directed least upper bound by set 
union. We note one further fact about any finitary domain D which we shall have 
need of later: if any EL D has an upper bound in D, then E has a least upper 
bound in D. 
We shall now construct. as both an essential preliminary and an easy warm-up 
exercise, a closed family containing the ground terms of an arbitrary first-order 
calculus, together with partial and infinite terms. We shall take the syntax of terms, 
that is the function letters and their arities, to be fixed throughout. We shall use 
,/;<I, f;. etc. to stand for function symbols, and write ar ,f‘ for the arity of ,f: (Strictly 
speaking, we may say that we define a signature to be a ranked alphabet C = LO, C1 , . 
of function letters. and we should write ar;. and similarly subscript the names of all 
our domains to indicate paramcterization by an arbitrary signature. In fact, we shall 
systematically omit this bit of meticulousness. When we want function letters for 
examples, we shall suppose that we have a and b of arity zero, f of arity I, and g of 
arity 2.) 
Definition 2.3. A p,th is a sequence ,f’, i, .,J,i,, or ,fi i,. j;,i,,,f;,+, . H 30, of alternating 
(function) letters and (whole) numbers, satisfying 1 < ij<ar,fi for each consecutive 
letter and number .,j; ii.. which appear in it. An ~pcrth. for any I’ 20, is a sequence 
ior. where r is a path, and where 1 <i,, <r. 
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An r-path is just like a path except that it starts with a number from 1 to r instead of 
being the empty sequence or starting with a letter. Note that there are no O-paths, just 
as a path ending in a letter of arity zero cannot be further extended; we shall, however, 
wish to speak of sets of r-paths for every r. We denote paths and r-paths by small 
Greek letters, in particular the empty path by E. We call E, and also the r-paths 
1,2,..., r consisting of a single number, root pufhs. If an (r-)path ends with a letter, we 
call it labelled, otherwise unlabelled. Occasionally, we shall use simply “path” to mean 
“path or r-path, as appropriate”. 
We define concatenation among paths and r-paths, and write c[ = /$, in three cases: 
(i) /I unlabelled and y a path, 
(ii) b labelled, with .fsay, and y an (arf)-path, 
(iii) /3 labelled and 1’ = E. 
Note specifically that we disallow the case fl= E with y an r-path. 
Definition 2.4. A set of (r-)paths is tree-consistent if and only if whenever it contains 
two (r-)paths C& ri and ~f2rz,.fi and f2 are the same letter. 
If % = by, we call fl a prefix of r, and, if moreover 1’ contains at least one number, 
a proper prejx of CC. If c( is labelled, u = Pfsay, we call any cti such that 16 i < arfa bud 
of a. If /I is a labelled prefix of x, and 7 is a bud of /I, we call ‘j a prefix-bud of tl. 
Definition 2.5. A set X of paths (r-paths) is tree-closed if and only if 
(i) EEX (iEX for i= 1, . . ..r). 
(ii) if C(EX and b is a prefix of x then BEX, and 
(iii) if UEX and y is a bud of s( then VEX. 
Briefly, X is tree-closed if it contains all root paths and if it is closed under taking 
prefixes and under budding (equivalently, under taking prefixes and prefix-buds). 
Definition 2.6. A tree (r-tree) is a tree-consistent, tree-closed set of paths (r-paths). 
Note: 0 is the unique O-tree. 
Let T be the set of all trees, and, for each r30, let T”’ be the set of all r-trees. It 
should come as no surprise that we do not leave these as mere sets: 
Proposition 2.7. T, and likewise T”’ for each r 3 0, are closed families; hence, jinitary 
domains ordered by inclusion. TheJinite elements are just those which arejnite sets. 
Proof. We have (E)ET, ( 1, . . ., rjET[‘]; so, we are certainly dealing with nonempty 
families. Tree-consistency is obviously preserved by taking subsets; hence, by arbit- 
rary nonempty intersections. Likewise root paths are clearly retained by intersections, 
and if /3 is a prefix or prefix-bud of CI, with XE ni,, ti for any nonempty indexed family 
of (r-)trees, then CIE ti for every i, whence BE ti for every i, and so BE fiicl ti; that is to say, 
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tree-closure is preserved by nonempty intersections. Tree-consistency is preserved by 
directed unions, for if a directed subfamily contains two paths %,.fr T, and 3cf;z2, then 
some two of its trees contain them individually: E,~,T~E~,, z,f2T2Et2; and then by 
directedness some third tree t3 contains both, whence .f; =f;. From the form of its 
definition, tree-closure is clearly preserved by arbitrary nonempty unions, and di- 
rected families are nonempty. Hence, T and T[‘l are indeed closed families. 
To check the characterization of finite elements, note that the relation “has as 
a prefix or prefix-bud” is transitive, and that a single path has only finitely many 
prefixes and prefix-buds, so that a tree which is a finite element, i.e. the deductive 
closure of a finite tree-consistent set, is indeed a finite set itself. 0 
One may observe that the information systems I(T) and I(T[‘]) have (r-)paths for 
tokens, finite tree-consistent sets for Con-sets, and entailment of root paths, prefixes, 
and prefix buds. 
Our T is a familiar construct, the finite and infinite, and in general partial, ground 
terms, and we may draw the usual pictures of finite trees, e.g. 
a 
or write them as formulas, e.g. g(a, I). As a similar definition is more commonly given, 
for example by Huet [S] or Goguen et al. [4], paths consist of numbers only, and 
a tree is taken to be a function from a prefix-closed set of these to function letters, 
agreeable to the arities, so that the tree just pictured would be the function 
{EHg, 1 ++a}. According to our definition this tree is the set of paths (E, g, gl, gl a, g2). 
The two constructions are plainly equivalent, and (taking functions to be sets of 
ordered pairs) the more usual construction should even yield a closed family isomor- 
phic to our T, but we find that our treatment facilitates the constructions to follow. 
The same may be said of our bothering to define T[‘], although it obviously is 
isomorphic to the ordinary Cartesian power Tr. 
We have been able to give an explicit description of the information system I(T), 
but the idea of information systems as logics suggests a natural implicit one, namely, 
a formalization of entailment: 
(or, for Ttrl, ( )Ei, 1 <i<r), 
(1 di<arf), 
We would like to think of each of these laws as a rule of inference in itself, licensing 
the deduction of the token on the right, as “conclusion”, given that all the tokens in the 
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set of “hypotheses” on the left have already been derived. We shall see more use for 
this form of description later.’ 
We next give familiar definitions to do with the abstract syntax and fixed-point 
semantics of logic programs, but using the present constructions for terms and tuples 
of terms. This will require introducing the notions “variable” and “substitution”. 
Definition 2.8. Let V be a denumerably infinite set (of “variables”). The domains T(V), 
T(V)“] are defined like T, T[‘], but first adjoining the elements of I/ as new zero-ary 
function symbols. 
More pedantically, recalling that T is really TX, we are defining T(V) to be T,(,,, 
where Z(V)=E,tiV,C,,C2,... 
We note that the finite total elements of T( V) are the terms as classically conceived; 
the merely total elements are the extended (i.e. finite or infinite, but not partial) terms. 
Similarly, the finite total elements of T are the classical ground terms; the set of all of 
them is the (classical) Herbrand universe. The merely total elements of T are the finite 
or infinite ground terms, which we regard as forming the extended Herbrand universe. 
We will use H to stand ambiguously for either Herbrand universe (similarly with other 
symbols for notions derived from H) and will distinguish where necessary between the 
“classical case” and the “extended case”. Henceforth, we will consider ourselves free to 
write simply “term” or “ground term” to mean “total tree in T( V),’ or “total tree in T”; 
similarly, “r-tuple of (ground) terms” to mean the corresponding kind of total r-tree. 
Let W= W,, WI, . be a ranked alphabet (of “predicate letters”). For QE Wi, we say 
that Q is i-ary, and write as for function letters ar Q = i. 
Definition 2.9. An atomic,formula, or simply an atom, is an ordered pair Qt with, for 
some t-20, QE W, and finite total t~T(V)t’l; that is, t any r-tuple of finite terms. 
A classical ground atomic formula is the same with t any r-tuple of finite ground terms; 
an extended ground atomic,formula the same with t any r-tuple of ground terms. 
Definition 2.10. For any m30, a definite cluuse is a sequence C of m+ 1 atomic 
formulas, which we write as C1 A ... A C,+C,+ 1, and understand as the universally 
quantified implication of C,, 1 by the conjunction of its other atoms. 
Definition 2.11. A logic program is a finite set of definite clauses. 
We want to give semantics in terms of ground substitution instances of clauses; to 
this end we need to define substitutions. 
Definition 2.12. A substitution is a mapping g: V-tT( Z’) all of whose values are terms, 
i.e. total elements of T(V); if its values are all in T, it is called a ground substitution. 
’ This notion of “formalization” appears to be related to, but more restrictive than, the idea of describing 
a closure system by “closure conditions” which Scott gives in 191. 
We define the application of a substitution to a term or tuple of terms directly by 
means of paths: for finite arguments it will easily be seen to agree with the usual 
inductive definition. 
Definition 2.13. For f in T( C’) or T( 1’)“‘. we write t- for t with its variables stripped 
Off: 
Then for (T any substitution, the upplicatiorz of 0 to t is denoted ta and is defined by 
If A=Qt is an atomic formula, then the application of o to A. denoted Aa, is the 
formula Q(ta). If C=C, A ... AC,,,--+Cm+r is a clause, then the application of CJ to C, 
denoted Ca, is the clause C1 (T A ... A C,,,U+C,,~+, CT. 
Any result of applying a substitution we call a substitution instuncr of the original 
term, tuple of terms. formula, or clause. 
Definition 2.14. The Herbrand he corresponding to a logic program P, denoted by 
,&n or just .8 when as usual we are considering a fixed but arbitrary logic program, is 
the set of all ground atomic formulas (ambiguously classical or extended) in the 
predicate letters occurring in P. An Hrrhrmrl intrrpwtation (of the predicate letters of 
P) is a subset of 2n. For I an Herbrand interpretation and Q a predicate letter of P, we 
call (I ( Qt~l ) the Hrrhrrd prdictrtr amc.itrted to Q h_y 1 and, abusing notation, will 
occasionally denote it by I(Q). 
We denote by .Yn or just .f the set of all Herbrand interpretations of P (again with 
ambiguity between the classical and the extended case.) Note that .f, as a power set, is 
trivially a closed family. 
At last we are ready to give. following [3], the usual fixed-point definition of the 
semantics of logic programs. 
Definition 2.15. The trsxxiotrd tl.LII1Sfi)l.l)llltjOll of’(ambiguously classical or extended) 
Herhrurd intrrprrttrtiorzs of a logic program P is the map T, : .B +.f defined as follows: 
for I an Herbrand interpretation, take 
Tp(l)= u (AIA,A~..AA, AA is a ground instance of C and 
CFP 
A ,._.., A,,,E~). 
Tp is trivially monotonic. so for a directed set X c.f interpretations, 
uIEs Tp( 1)~ T,(UX ). But we find some ground atomic formula A in i-n(uX) only if 
A,EI,EX ,..., A,EI,E X, whence by directedness (A 1, . , A, $ E I E X and, so, 
AE Tp( I). Hence, u ,EX Tp( I)= r,(uX); that is to say, Tp is continuous. Thus, Tp has 
a least fixed point, fix Tp= u,:=, T;(Q); we say rather grandiosely that fix T, is the 
semantics of P. The Herbrand predicate associated by fix T, to a predicate letter Q of 
P we call the drnotution of Q in P. 
For our purposes here, we need not introduce the general notion of model; it will 
suffice to take what has been called the “prefixed point” property of Herbrand models 
as a definition: 
Definition 2.16. An (ambiguously classical or extended) Herhand rnodrl of a logic 
program P is an Herbrand interpretation I of P for which Tp( I) E I. 
As is shown by Lloyd, Herbrand models are closed under intersection, whence there 
is a least Herbrand model Mp, and [6, Theorems 6.5 and 18.41 
fix Tp=Mp. 
It is of interest to describe the operational semantics of pure logic programming as 
well, if only because the major advertisement for logic programming has been that its 
computation steps can be understood as sound logical inferences. Moreover, the 
account we have just given of the denotations ascribed by a logic program to its 
predicate letters is so abstract that it fails to make explicit what input-output behavior 
is to be expected of a logic program. 
The usual operational account is that one understands each clause of a logic 
program, by an implicit universal quantification of all its variables. as an axiom. To 
make a program run, one introduces a “goal” clause as an (again implicitly quantified) 
axiom of the form G-+, where G is a conjunction G1 A ... A Gk of atomic formulas 
~ note that G+ expresses the negation of G ~ intended to be inconsistent with the 
program; this goal may be considered an initial stute (of a single derivation ~ we take 
no account here of further state information required to administer nondeterministic 
search). A derivation proceeds by successive resolution inferences between the state of 
the moment and one of the definite clauses of the program, each inference replacing 
one atomic formula of the state by an instance of the body of the selected program 
clause; as the derivation continues, some representation is maintained of the running 
composite of the substitutions which have been applied to the state in the course of 
resolution. When - on account of sufficient use of program clauses having empty 
bodies ~ the state has been reduced to length zero, one notes that a contradiction has 
been derived, and one calls the built-up substitution, o say, an “answer substitution”. 
We prefer to make some alterations to this description; our motivation is to confine 
the operations to be performed on formulas to the simplest possible, and especially to 
deemphasize the role of substitutions, the more easily to show the correctness of the 
abstract implementation which it is our main business to present. We hope, however, 
that some of this tinkering may represent a pedagogical improvement as well; in 
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particular, we will be happy to get away from the view of a logic program deduction as 
a refutation, which we suspect to be a historical accident having its origin in the 
descent of logic programming from theorem-proving systems. 
The justification for the name “answer substitution” is that if g is such a substitution 
and G is the conjunction of the atoms in the original goal, then Go is a logical 
consequence of the logic program; moreover, the instances of Ga as 0 ranges over all 
answer substitutions exhaust all the instances of G which are consequences of the 
program. We wish to propose that one may forget the notion of refutation and 
consider deriving the Go themselves - call them “answers”. This is easily done: take for 
initial state not G+, but the tautologous implication G+G. Carry out the very same 
resolutions, with the same unifying substitutions, as in the refutation account; the only 
difference will be that in place of each state S + there now will be a state S+Gp, where 
p is the composite of the substitutions made on the state so far. Note that there is no 
longer any need to maintain a representation of p itself. When S has been entirely 
eliminated, some answer Ga will indeed have been derived. 
One should note that the implications which are now the states are not, strictly 
speaking, clauses whenever G conjoins more than one atomic formula. It is easily 
verified, however, although it may not have been widely observed, that the soundness 
of inference by resolution requires only that the formulas to which it is applied should 
exhibit the structure of clauses at the top level; the individual conjuncts of the 
antecedents and disjuncts of the conclusions may be arbitrary quantifier-free for- 
mulas. (To substantiate this observation, in general, requires extending unification to 
formulas of arbitrary Boolean structure. For the present application, however, the 
sub-formulas which are unified will be the same atomic ones as before.) 
We have just seen that substitutions need not be regarded as playing any global 
role in a logic program computation; however, individual inferences by resolution 
are still conventionally described, following Robinson [7], by means of the notion of 
“unifying substitution”, as we remind the reader with a sufficiently general example. 
Suppose that the state is an implication of an atomic formula by the conjunction of 
two, say 
PAQ+G, 
and that some program clause has the form B+P', P and P' having the same 
predicate letter. Additionally one must suppose that the two clauses have been 
“standardized apart” ~ adjusted to have no variables in common. Then if P and P' are 
unifiable, with most general unifier 0, one derives Ba A Qo-+Go. 
Actuated by a prejudice against substitutions, we may describe the same inference 
a different way: form first two congruent sequences of atomic formulas 
and 
B’, f’, Q, G 
B, P’, Q’, G’, 
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where the new atoms B’, Q’, G’ are simply the predicate letters from B, Q, and G each 
supplied with an appropriate number of new and distinct variables as arguments. 
Next, find a most general common substitution instance 
B”, P”, Q”, G” 
of the two sequences, i.e. a substitution instance of both (in general according to two 
different substitutions) such that any other common instance is an instance of it. 
This will exist if and only if standardized-apart variants of P and P’ are unifiable. Last, 
snip out P”, the atom resolved upon, and restore the Boolean connectives - it is 
necessary to have kept track of the position of P” and of the number of atoms in the 
conclusion - inferring 
B” A Q”-+G”, 
the same formula, up to a change of variables, as under the other account. For what it 
may be worth, we have dethroned the notion “substitution” in favor of “substitution 
instance” (save that as things stand, the latter is defined by use of the former). As 
a minor side benefit, we have avoided the necessity of “standardization apart”. 
Our real object here is to construct domains within which the work of finding most 
general common instances can be done under the guise of finding least upper bounds. 
To keep our task as simple as possible, while still including all the computationally 
interesting work, we make one further observation about logic program derivations: 
the state, and each program clause, may as well be thought of as split into a “proposi- 
tional part”-its structure of predicate letters (their arities presumed known) and 
Boolean operatorssand a “term part” - the concatenated sequence of all the argu- 
ment terms to all the predicate letters in the formula, in order from left to right. We 
may, thus, restrict our concern to the implementation of certain operations on 
sequences of terms (rather than, say, sequences of sequences of terms, or yet more 
complicated syntactic structures). In fact, operations of the following four types will 
suffice: 
l to find a most general common instance (or detect that none exists) of two 
sequences of terms of the same length; 
l to permute the terms of a sequence; 
l to lengthen a sequence of terms with some new and distinct variables; 
l to delete some terms from the end of a sequence. 
3. Domains of grafts 
It will come as no surprise that we mean to define grafts as well-behaved equival- 
ence relations on trees. 
Definition 3.1. A graft (r-graft) is an equivalence relation - on a tree (r-tree) t 
satisfying 
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(i) cn- qfwhenever CC&~ (whence, by tree-closure, also CIE~); 
(ii) whenever a,/3, ccy~t are such that r-/j, and E and p are unlabelled, then /?y~t 
and ay-&. 
An acyclic (r-)graft is an (r-)y@ which moreover satisfies 
(iii) if r, flit, and LY is a proper prefix of fi, then CL + fi. 
Intuitively, x-/3 means “z and fi are paths which end at the same node.” The 
intuitive content of(i) is that a path, once arrived at a node, does not go to another 
node by virtue of having a label tacked on to it. What (ii) says is that two paths, having 
arrived at the same node, will never separate so long as they are both extended in the 
same way. 
We give, in Fig. 1, an intuitive picture of a 2-graft. The equivalence classes of the 
depicted equivalence are five: {l, lg}, {2,2f}, 11~1, lyla), (1~2, lg2f;2f1,2flf), and 
{ 1 g2fl,2flf’l}. A corresponding pair of terms would be (g(a, f(x)), f(f(x))). Observe 
that the root nodes bear the numbers 1, , r; numbering of arcs is by convention from 
left to right. The numbers “tagging” the roots are distinct from the letters which we 
call “labels” of paths or of the nodes to which they lead; several tags can be tied to one 
node so as to make it play the role of several roots at once, whereas we may think 
of a node as only big enough to glue on at most one label. Figure 2 depicts a (very 
small) graft with a cycle; as an equivalence it is the universal relation on 
The definition just given is rather austere; we hasten to prove that a couple of other 
reasonable properties hold of every graft. 
Lemma 3.2 (at most one label at each node). !f - is an (r-)graft and zjw /3g, thenf= g. 
Proof. Let t be the (r-)tree on which - is an equivalence; we have not only czf, flget, 
but also, by tree-closure, c(, /3~t. So, by (i), we have cc - CY~- fig - 8; and now that we 
have tl- /3 with ~,_f~t, (ii) tells us flfit and, finally, tree-consistency requiresf= y. 0 
‘.g 2.f 
/\/ 
*a l f 
1 
Fig. 1 
Fig. 2. 
Lemma 3.3 (analogue of (ii) for labelled paths). Zf - is an (r-)graft on the tree t, and if 
SI, /I, ayE t with c( and 0 both labelled, and c1- b, then /?yE t and ccy - /?j. 
Proof. By the foregoing lemma, u and /I end with the same letter, say a = crOJ; /I = pOf: 
Now (using (i)), a0 -CL - fl- PO; so, we satisfy the hypotheses of (ii) with ao,fio, and 
so(h) = ccy; we conclude bo( h) = &Et and xl/ - by. q 
We here commence the use of small Latin letters early in the alphabet for grafts 
considered as individuals or explicitly as sets of ordered pairs of paths. When a graft 
d is considered as a relation we write it instead -d, in particular using the infix 
notation CI mdP in preference to either (z, P)E~, which we find cumbersome, or ctdfi, 
which would be subject to confusion with an expression denoting a single path. 
For any binary relation s on (r-)paths, we write IsI for the set of paths that occur in 
s-related pairs, so that for d an (r-)graft, Id 1 gives its underlying tree, or carrier. We 
denote the -,-equivalence class of a path z~ldl by [@Id, or by just [LX] when d is clear 
from the context. We call an equivalence class labelled if and only if it contains 
a labelled path. 
Let C be the set of all grafts. (Strictly, this means to say that Cz is th set of grafts 
built from trees in TX for C an arbitrary signature which, as usual, we suppress.) With 
the same understanding, let A be the set of all acyclic grafts, and for each r, CL’] and 
A[‘] the sets of all r-grafts and acyclic r-grafts. 
Proposition 3.4. C and A, and, for each r 3 0, Ctrl and A[‘] are closed families (hence, 
jinitary domains partially ordered by G, with injima given by 0 and directed suprema 
given by u, corresponding to information systems in which the tokens are ordered pairs 
ofpatks equivalent in some (acyclic)(r-)graft, and Con-sets finite sets of suck pairs all to 
be found in some one graft). 
Proof. We give the proof in detail for C. First, C is a nonempty family because 
evidently { (E, E)} EC. Next, take an arbitrary nonempty subfamily B G C; we have to 
show that nB is a graft. As an intersection of equivalence relations, nB is certainly 
an equivalence relation in I n BI = 0 {I bj 1 bEB), and this set, as a nonempty intersec- 
tion of trees, is a tree in the closed family T. We have only to show that n B satisfies 
the additional requirements on grafts imposed by Definition 3.1. Does n B satisfy 
axiom 3.1 (i)? Yes, because whenever OcfEl n BI, we must have for every bEB that 
xfelbl, and so ahbzf, whence a-,,s zf: Similarly, n B satisfies 3.1 (ii), for when some 
u,fi, y satisfy the hypotheses of 3.l(ii) with respect to -,_,s, we see that we must have 
cry--,& for every bEB; hence, MJJ- ,, s py. This completes the verification that n B is 
a graft. 
Finally, consider an arbitrary directed sub-family D G C; we need to show that U D 
is a graft. It is immediate that -UD is a reflexive and symmetric relation on 
/ U DI = u { Id I 1 dE D}. By the directedness of D, any two pairs of paths (c(, p) and 
(/?, y) that we may find in some two elements of D we must also find both together in 
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some third element, and there we must find (r, 7). Hence, u D is indeed an equival- 
ence relation. Because for any two grafts b and c such that b c c, we have 1 b 1 G 1 c 1 as 
well, (IdI 1 dED) inherits the directedness of D; therefore (again since T is a closed 
family), j u D 1 is a tree. It is immediate that u D satisfies axiom 3.1 (i). As for axiom 
3.l(ii), the directedness of D assures us that if paths c(,fi,;) satisfy its hypotheses with 
respect to -UD, they do so already with respect to -Q for some d6D; hence, with 
respect to -“D, they satisfy also the conclusion of 3.l(ii). Thus, u D is a graft. 
This completes the proof that C is a closed family. For Ct’] the proof can be word 
for word the same, except that the bottom element which we exhibit to show 
nonemptiness of the family must now be { ( 1 , 1 ), . , (Y, r) }. For A and A[‘] we have 
only a little more work to do. We easily note that the bottom elements already found 
for C and Ct’] are acyclic, and as concerns nonempty intersections, it is immediate that 
an intersection of acyclic grafts is again acyclic. Likewise no pair (x, ~7) forbidden by 
acyclicity can occur in u D, for D a directed family of acyclic grafts, as it would have to 
occur already in some dED. Z 
We have given a “mathematical” description of domains of grafts; we now find it 
useful to supplement it by a “logical” one, formalizing the entailment of the corres- 
ponding information systems. As with the formalization of tree entailment, each law 
may be read as a rule of inference permitting the token on the right to be derived from 
the tokens on the left. 
Proposition 3.5. The following laws are t&id in each of the information systems I(C), 
I(A) Z(C[‘l) I(A”‘): 
(La& of eykalence) 
(El) ((c~fi)J~(B,~> 
(E2) i<~P)~(/3,i’))~(~) 
(Laws of tree closure) 
(Tl) { )-F(E,E) (C and A only); k<i, i>, 1 < i < r (C”’ and A”] only) 
(V {(ai,cci))k(r,a) 
(Laws of congruence) 
1~ i<arJ; which has as a special case 
(C3) ((~,P>,(~,f;af)}t(sCf;~f), $fB is unlabelled. 
In other words, El-C3 constitute a sound.fi,rmul system,for graft entailment. 
Note: The T- and C-laws, and these only, have “existential import”: they allow one 
to conclude that a path not occurring in the antecedent must “exist” - that is, occur in 
the graft under consideration. 
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Proof. El and E2 are easily seen to hold merely because any (r-)graft is an equivalence 
relation on a set of (r)-paths. Tl, T2, and the existential parts of Cl and C2 must hold 
because for any (r-)graft d, 1 d 1 is an (r-)tree; paths asserted to exist are root paths or are 
prefixes or prefix-buds of paths assumed to exist. The rest of Cl follows from axiom 
3.1(i), C2 from Lemma 3.3 with y= i, and C3 from axiom 3.l(ii) with y=f: 0 
So much for soundness; we will next prove completeness as well, in the sense that 
laws El&C3 suffice to derive from any consistent set of ordered pairs of (r-)paths 
enough additional ordered pairs to make it into an (r-)graft. 
Proposition 3.6. Ifs is u set of ordered pairs of (r-)paths taken from a tree-consistent set, 
and s is closed under El-C3 regarded as rules of inference, then s is an (r-)grqft. 
Proof. First, for any (c(, P)Es, we have ( fi, 2)~s by E 1, and so (2, cc), (/3, P)ES by E2; 
from this, together with the symmetry and transitivity given by El and E2, s is the 
graph of an equivalence relation on I sl. Next, by Tl and iterated application of T2, Cl, 
and the special case of C2 we can show that any path required by tree-closure must be 
in Isl; since / sl is tree-consistent by hypothesis, we do have an equivalence relation on 
an (r-)tree. Third, s actually is a graft: it satisfies axiom 3.1(i) on account of Cl, and as 
for 3.l(ii), if we have unlabelled paths x and fl with !_~-,fi, i.e. (a,fl)~s, and cry~lsl, i.e. 
(I)), c(~)Es, then we already know (by tree-closure of IsI) that all prefixes of ry are in 
Is/, so by alternating uses of C3 and C2 we can infer our way to the conclusion 
(Y~,/I?~)ES, that is to say B;‘~isl and ry-,&. 0 
We now know that the closure of any consistent set u of ordered pairs of paths 
under El-C3 is a graft containing u; on the other hand, since El&C3 are sound 
(Proposition 3.9, every ordered pair of paths we can derive from u must certainly 
belong to every graft containing u (and, in particular, we will get an acyclic graft if any 
acyclic graft contains u.) In other words, the closure of u under El&C3 is precisely U, 
the least graft containing u, in as many of our domains as u is consistent in ~ that is, in 
C and possibly A as well, or in Ct’l and possibly A[‘] as well. 
We may now characterize the finite elements of our domains. 
Proposition 3.1. For d an arbitrary element of C, A, C?’ or A[‘], if -d has only finitely 
many equivalence classes, then d is a finite element. 
Proof. We have to construct a finite subset u of d such that ti=d. Let I” be the set of 
root (r-)paths (either {E} or { 1, . . ..r}) so that we can do a simultaneous proof for the 
grafts and the r-grafts. Let D be the (finite) set of md-equivalence classes, and LED, the 
set of labelled classes. Choose one labelled path Tc,, fA from each A EL (note that also 
x,~EA by 3.1(i)), and define the finite subset of Idl, 
z= ru{71n,n,f,,71n.f~1,...,71nf"(arf,)InEL); 
C will be our 1~1. Now define 
Note that Z contains a representative of every class AED: if A is labelled, it and 
2I both contain rcr,,fA; if A is unlabelled, it contains either a root path, which is in C, or 
some yfi; in the latter case A also contains nrj,sl,fi (where C;,f‘] is the -,-equivalence 
class of >;f) which is in C. 
Now take an arbitrary (r-)path r~ldl. We show by induction on the length of c( 
(as a sequence of symbols) that we can derive from U, according to El-C3, the 
-,-equivalence of M to a path in C; hence (considering the construction of u and 
the transitivity law E2), to any path in C to which it is md-equivalent. 
l If c( is a root path, then C(E.Z, and k (X,X) by Tl. 
l If x is unlabelled but not a root path, x=fifi say, then by the induction hypothesis 
u k (/<fi nrllsI,f’). Hence, by C2, u t (c(, r+,,-, fi), and nIBflfi~X. 
l If x is labelled, z =/?~f say, then [a] = [fl] by 3.1(i), and so by the induction 
hypothesis, u t- (/I, x,,~) since rrtaI EC. Now uk (tr,,,,fl) by El; from this and 
(rrtaI f; rrt,, ,f’) EU (by construction) we may use C3 to infer u t (7c,,, .1; ‘2) and, so, finally 
u E (2, it,] .1’> by E 1. 
This has shown that for any (r-)paths x,p such that (c(, /J)E~, that is ~+~lj, we can 
find YEC such that u k (x, y) and u t (/II, 7). But now by El, u k (7, /I), and then by 
E2, u E (2, fl), so u indeed suffices to derive all the pairs of d: U=d. 0 
Proposition 3.8. !f Ii is a.finite element cf any of’the domains C or CLrl, then rrd has only 
jinitely many equitlalence classes. (A fortior.i, the sume may be said qf the,finite elements 
of A or A[‘].) 
Proof. [For brevity, we will write simply “path”, not “(r-)path”.] We may suppose 
d = U for some finite set u of ordered pairs of paths; we have to show that every path in 
Id 1 is equivalent under +d to one of some finite collection of paths. There is a sizeable 
but finite set of paths all of which we can see at a glance must belong to Id 1, namely, the 
set consisting of all root paths and all prefixes and prefix-buds of paths in Iul Let us 
write Z for 11.1; then this set is just ,??, where the closure, being of a set of paths, 
unambiguously takes place in T (or in T[‘]). The agreeable fact is that however 
complicated II may be, 2 provides a complete (and usually somewhat redundant) set of 
route maps for getting to all the nodes of d; that is, for any a~ld /, we will have 
either ME,? or u t- (a, 2’) for some Y’E~. (*) 
If we can show (*) for every xEldl we will be done, because J? is a finite set. 
We find it convenient to prove a statement equivalent to (*) when we quantify over 
all paths, but stronger for arbitrary paths taken one at a time, namely that for every 
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cc~ldl, every prefix and prefix-bud of ct is equivalent under ‘Vd to some path in 2, i.e. 
(~PE{M})CPEC or (~BIEC)U~ (B,B’>l. (**) 
Our proof of (**) will be a “metamathematical” one; that is, since El-C3 provide 
a complete formal system for +, we may argue by induction on the length of 
a (shortest) derivation according to E lLC3 from the “set of assumptions” u of a token 
containing r; such a derivation will exist precisely when xsldl. What this means is that 
we may reason by cases corresponding to those of the laws El-C3 which show the 
“existence” of new paths, and we may assume inductively that (**) has already been 
shown to hold for paths occurring in the antecedents of a law. 
The basis for our induction is easy: if ZE 1 u 1, then already (2) G 2. For the inductive 
part of the proof, we have to consider the following cases: 
Suppose ccEldl by virtue of Tl. Then 2 is a root path, and {x} = {a) ~2. 
Suppose rEIdI by virtue of T2, i.e. { (xi, ri) )- t- (mu, 2). Then every prefix or prefix- 
bud of r is a prefix or prefix-bud of xi, i.e. 1%) E (zci); so r satisfies (**) by the 
induction hypothesis. 
Suppose ccE[dl by virtue of Cl: {(~,f;x,f)} k((r,~,f‘). Then again (~i~{!.~~i, so 
a satisfies (**) by the induction hypothesis. 
Suppose aEldl by C2: [(1:fiflf)) k(;lf‘i,[fi). Yet again {;:f‘i)z{Irf) (note in 
particular that ;:f;’ is a prefix-bud of Ilf‘), and ( pfi) G {bf}, so r satisfies (**) by the 
induction hypothesis, whether LY is ilfi or /Ifi. 
Suppose CcEldl by virtue of C3, i.e. suppose sc=/IRfin {(y, fi),(;lf;yf)) E (7Jfl.f‘). 
The new paths in {lnf) (not already in $‘}) are fi1;P,fl,...,/If‘(ar.f). We may 
suppose by the induction hypothesis that u E (i;f; G), u t (;lf 1, G, ), . . . , 
u k (;lf(arf‘), oarS), where {a, G,, . . . . CJ ar ,-I c 2. This very use of C3 establishes 
u E (y.f, /If> and so, by El, u k (P.L ;:f); then arfuses of C2 give us u E (/?fl, yf‘l), 
. ..) u t- (~~(ar.f),;~f’(arf)). But then we can use E2 (arf+ 1) times to conclude 
ut(~;o>,~~(~,fl,a~>,..., ~E(N(arf‘),a,,~). 0 
-4lthough we find the construction of grafts as equivalence relations on sets of 
paths to be technically smooth, there is no denying that what one pictures is 
graphs ~ directed ordered (perhaps acyclic) (r-)rooted graphs, partially node-labelled 
by function symbols so that arities agree with out-degrees, and with all nodes 
accessible from the root(s), to pile up all the applicable adjectives which come to mind. 
It is at least easy to construct the graph from the graft: given d&[“, say, the 
corresponding graph has the -d-equivalence classes for nodes, the particular equiva- 
lence classes [l], . . . . [r] for roots, for every node which can be written as [of] the 
label .f, and an ith outgoing arc from any node [zf] to the node [lrf’i]. The content of 
Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 may, consequently, be expressed as: the finite grafts are the 
finite graphs. 
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One may also note that one graft approximates another in any of our domains if 
and only if there exists a homomorphism (necessarily unique) from the first to the 
second of their corresponding graphs which preserves roots, the ordering of arcs, and 
such node labels as appear in the source graph. Essentially the converse of this 
approximation ordering has been studied by Ait-Kaci [l] in the context of more 
general data structures intended to model semantic nets. 
4. Application to logic programming 
The domains we have constructed are, perhaps, all very pretty, but it is time to nail 
down the sense in which they provide abstract data structures suitable for the 
implementation of logic programming. The essential step is to define a representation 
relation between grafts ~ elements of A, C, A[‘], or Ct’] ~ and (tuples of) terms ~ total 
elements of T( V) or T( V)t’]. This will be many-many: in a trivial way on the term side, 
on account of the possibility of renaming variables, and in a serious way on the graft 
side, on account of the possible but not obligatory sharing of substructures corre- 
sponding to common subterms. 
For Ii an (r-)graft, let Ud be the set of unlabelled -,-equivalence classes. Then for 
any one-to-one function N : Ud+ V (giving “names” to the classes), let 
It is clear that .r/,+,(d) is a term (or tuple of terms), i.e. a total (r-)tree: precisely those 
paths in the (r-)tree IdI which lacked labelled paths of which they were the improper 
prefixes have been provided with them. 
Definition 4.1. An (r-)graft d represenfs a term (or r-tuple of terms) t if and only if 
t = .d,(d) for some N: Ud- l-l V. For d an (r-)graft, we write *n/(d) for the set of the 
(tuples of) terms it represents. Likewise, for t a term (tuple), we write d(t) for the set of 
grafts representing t. 
Note the following: 
(i) .d(d) is always nonempty. 
(ii) When d represents t, the carrier of d is precisely jd I = tp = t- {cm )C’E V>. 
(iii) We may make the harmless pretense that VzT( V) ~ strictly, there is the 
obvious correspondence vtr{e, c> ~ so that functions from V to V may be considered 
as (rather uninteresting) substitutions. We can now remark that any two elements of 
a/(d), say zfM(d) and .d.v(d), are mutual substitution instances according to any 
substitutions which extend the partial functions M J N ’ and N u M - ‘; conversely, if 
two terms are mutual substitution instances, they can differ only to the extent of 
a one-to-one correspondence between their variables, and so if one is an element of 
.d(d), so is the other. 
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We offer two statements about the existence of representatives. 
Proposition 4.2. Every term (tuple) t has a least representing (r-)gruft, L(t), which 
moreouer is acyclic. 
Proof. We construct the obvious representative by gluing together, for each variable, 
all the places where it occurs, and not gluing together anything else. In detail, we 
construct L(t) as the following relation on the (r-)tree t- = t - {ca 1 UE V}; for ~1, PEt- 
we make z-L(t) /I if and only if either 
{~,fl)c-{y,“if) for some y andf 
(this clause imposes equivalence of paths with their improper prefixes, and also, by 
letting cc=fl, reflexivity of -LCIJ) or 
(rc’, pv} G t for some UE V. 
By its construction, -L(r) is reflexive and symmetric. Transitivity yields to a considera- 
tion of cases: (CC, /I )- c_ (y, yf) and { fl, 6 ) c {i, <g) has, thanks to the tree-consistency of 
t-, no instances in which CC,~, and 6 are really three distinct paths; {LYU,~U} of and 
{PC, SC) it makes {CXL!, 6~) L t hold trivially; and the mixed case, CI =ljfaand fi=y say, 
with {PC, 60) E t, is impossible because, again by tree-consistency, yc$t. It is not hard 
to see that, beyond being an equivalence relation, -LCr) satisfies the other requirements 
for a graft: we have explicitly decreed that 3.1(i) should hold; the hypotheses of 3.l(ii), 
that 2, PEt- are unlabelled with a -Q,) fi and ayEt_, can only be fulfilled either with 
c( = b or (in case we had {XV, /?a) G t) with y = E, and in either case PrE t- and c(y -L(rJ py 
are automatic. As for acyclicity, 3.l(iii), we certainly have no pair of a path and its 
proper prefix in any set {I’, 6); neither is it possible when {CCU, /?u} c t that either CI or 
fi should be a proper prefix of the other, /3 = C& say, for then the paths ufand CIU would 
violate the tree-consistency of t. 
It is clear that L(t)E&(t): in fact t = ,d,(L(t)), where N is defined by, for each &uEt, 
N( [rlLC(,) = v. As for L(t) being least, we have noted that any representative of t must 
have just t- for its carrier. But hLC,) is as fine as it could be, for every instance of 
equivalence of paths was forced on us either by 3.1(i) or in order to get the mapping 
N to come out one-to-one, together with the necessity of defining an equivalence 
relation. 0 
The preceding proposition was very intuitive; the next may be of more mathemat- 
ical interest. We first define the notion of subtree. 
Notation. Every (r-)path x has a unique unlabelled improper prefix, for which we 
reserve the notation i. Of course, LY = & precisely when a is itself unlabelled. 
Definition 4.3. For t a tree or r-tree, and LY a path oft, define the subtree oft rooted at 
2 by 
tsubx=(yI&?jEt}. 
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It is that t CI is tree, in that t CET( V) if ~ET( V) or 
teT( V)[ll. 
Proposition 4.4. Every term (tuple) t has a greatest representing (r-)graft, G(t). 
Proof. As before, we take t- = t - {w 1 UE V). Now we define a relation -G(t) on the 
paths of t- by 
z1- G(t)22 o tsuba,=tsuba2. 
We have to show first that G(t) is an (r-)graft. Automatically it is an equivalence 
relation, and we have just laid down that a path and its improper prefix lead to the 
same subtree, so that the first clause of Definition 3.1 is satisfied: c( -G(1) zf: All that 
remains to verify is 3.l(ii). So, for unlabelled a, /let-, suppose t sub u = t sub /j’, and 
consider any ;‘such that r.yEt-. Then yEtsubcc=tsub/?, so j?yEt, and since y cannot 
be labelled with a variable, we have in fact ByEt-. Further, for any 6 such that 
8Etsubry, we may conclude successively a$et, $?Etsubu, @Et subfl, fl@Et, and 
dEt sub fiy. This shows the inclusion of t sub ny in t sub pj; a symmetrical argument 
establishes the equality we need: t sub zy= t subBy. Hence, G(t) is an (r-)graft. 
Does G(t) represent t? Well, certainly for each UE V we have made equivalent all the 
pairs x and fl of paths for which {rv, fiu} G t, but have not made equivalent any path 
about to end in o to any about to end in some other variable w (since rooted at any 
such two paths are the unequal subtrees {E, tl} and (E, w}). Moreover, since t is total, 
“G(t) will have no other unlabelled equivalence classes than those arising from the 
suppression of the variables. So, just as with L(t), we may define the one-to-one 
function N by, for zv~t, N( [u]~(,))=u, and see that t=dN(G(t)). 
Is G(t) the greatest among representatives of t? We have to show that if, in any 
representative d of t, with t = d,(d) say, some two paths r, flEt_ are equivalent, then 
they are so in G(t). In light of 3.1 (i), it is enough to consider B, fi (the shortest improper 
prefixes of c( and p), to assume i wd /?, and to show i hc(,) /?, i.e. to show t sub B = t sub b. 
We prove t sub & c t sub h the reverse inclusion is perfectly symmetrical. Let :’ be 
any path such that gEt sub d, i.e. such that &y~t. If y does not end in a variable, then 
already iyEt_, so by 3.l(ii) we have &Etm st, that is ye:t subj. On the other hand, if 
y=So for some CEV, then BdEtC, and by 3.l(ii) we have jkctm and 56-d/%. But for 
2yE t = dM(d) we need [?S], = [ bdlde Ud with M [L%?]~ = M [ /?8& = t’, whence 
/%6M[i6],~,d,(d), i.e. /?yEb; so, again yEt subj. We conclude that indeed dcG(t), so 
that G(t) is the greatest representative of t. 0 
It may be of interest to consider Fig. 3, which shows two infinite acyclic elements of 
g(g(f(f(...)),f(f(.. .)))), the first approximated by a representative of y(f(x), x), the 
second by a representative of g( y, y). The grafts pictured have no acyclic upper bound, 
although they have a finite upper bound, in fact G(g(f(f(...))f(f(...)))), in C. 
Now for the crucial property of the representation relation. 
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Proposition 4.5. Whenever an (r-)gruft represents a term (tuple), s=JzJ’~(~) say, the 
substitution instances of s are exactly the (tuples of) terms represented by grafts which 
d approximates: 
{sa 1 D is a substitution) = l,j r.&(e) / ezd}. (t) 
This holds both in C (or C”‘) and in A (or A”‘); that is, if d is acyclic, acyclic 
representatives approximated by d can be found for all the instances of s. Conversely, if 
(t) is truefor any s and d, then se&(d). (Again, (t) may be read in either an acyclic or an 
unrestricted graft domain.) Moreover, any representative e of any substitution instance of 
s, say oft = so, has, at least in C or (.?I, a common upper bound with d, say e’, which also 
represents t: e’ze, e/Ad, and e’EB(t). 
Proof. For the first part, we suppose that t = so for t some term or tuple of terms; we 
have to find an (r-)graft e and one-to-one function N: U,+ V such that d c e and 
t = dN(e). Pictorially, the idea is simple: we merely attach a representative of a(v) at 
each unlabelled node M - ’ (v) of d, and identify occurrences of the same variable in the 
various a(v). In detail, we take for each VE V some X(v)~.“R(a(v)), acyclic if we are 
working in acyclic domains ~ L(cJ(u)) will do - and then take 
lel =Idlu{q I M[a],= v and y~IX(v)l for some VE V}. 
It is clear what we need to put into the relation No: we make a-,/3 if and only if 
(i) cre(dl, /?Ejdl, and ~l-~p (so that we do not lose the structure of d), or 
(ii) cc=a’y and fl=/1’6 with [cl’&= C/J’],, an unlabelled -,,-class, M [cr’&= v say, 
and y -XCV, 6 (to construct the copies of the X(v)), or 
(iii) for some WE V, {CIW, pw} 5 t (to make the identifications). 
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The resulting unlabelled hp -classes are exactly those [H], for which nw~t for some 
we V, we accordingly define, for each such class, N [slle = w. That e is in fact a graft, 
with d c e and t =.dN(e), is routine to check. Furthermore, provided that each X(v) is 
acyclic, it is clear that clauses (ii) and (iii) do not introduce cycles into e if there were 
none in d. 
What we have shown thus far is that 
(SO 10 is a substitution) E u i&(e)) ezd). 
For the reverse inclusion, suppose that for some e 7 d we have, besides s = xlM(d), also 
t = .tiN(e). We have to find a substitution 0 such that t = sg. It is clear how to proceed: 
for each unlabelled wd-class, A4 l(c) say, define 
o(c)={ylcq~lel for some rGM_‘(c)J 
u(~‘M,Ix:‘EN~~(w) for some rcM_‘(c)J. 
We may extend 0 arbitrarily to the rest of V. Again, it is routine to verify that O(D) is 
a term and that for any path a, XE~ if and only if MESO. 
For the “Converse” part, we assume that some s and d satisfy (t). Let t be any term 
(tuple) such that tc.d(d). Then by the first part of the proposition, the (tuples of) 
terms which are instances oft are exactly those represented by grafts which d approx- 
imates; that is, s and t have the very same substitution instances. But s and t are 
instances of themselves; hence, instances of each other; therefore, s, as well as t, is 
represented by d. 
For the “Moreover” part of the proposition, we suppose t = so and e~.‘R(t); we have 
to find e’~S?(t) with r’ze and e’zd. But by the first part, there exists some e”E&‘(t) 
such that e” zd, and by Proposition 4.4, G(t) provides a common upper bound for 
e and e”; hence, for e and d. Thus, we may take e’=G(t) itself or, perhaps more 
naturally, e’ = e u e”. 0 
We may now prove the result which justifies, for the purposes of logic program- 
ming, our notion of “represents”. 
Corollary 4.6. Ifs and t are two (r-tuples qf) terms (jnite terms), c and d two (r-)grajk, 
with s~.d(c) and tExl(d), then s and t have a common instance (,finitr common instance) 
ifand only if c and d have an upper bound (acyclic upper bound), and in that case the set 
qf most general common instances qf s and t is precisely .d(cud). 
Proof. To begin with, we set aside the parenthesized restrictions about finiteness and 
acyclicity, and suppose that s and t have a common instance w. Then by the first part 
of Proposition 4.5 ~ considering w only as an instance of s ~~ there is an eG&(w) such 
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that ezc. Now e is a representative of an instance of t also (namely w), so by the last 
part of Proposition 4.5, there is some e’EB(w) with e’ze and e’zd; that is, e’ is 
a common upper bound of c and d. Conversely, if c and d have a common upper 
bound e, then any we.d(e) is, by the first part of Proposition 4.5, a substitution 
instance both of s and of t. 
So now suppose that c and d have a common upper bound and, hence (as was 
remarked in Section 2), a least upper bound cud. The grafts approximated by cud 
are just those approximated by both c and d, so by the first part of Proposition 4.5, 
they represent just the common instances of s and t, i.e. just the instances of any most 
general common instance of s and t. This is to say that any most general common 
instance u of s and t, together with cud, satisfies (t); hence, u~aZ(cud) by the 
“Converse” part of Proposition 4.5. Likewise, taking any u~,d(cud), one more use of 
the first part of Proposition 4.5 tells us that the instances of u are just the common 
instances of s and t; that is, u is a most general common instance. 
This completes the proof for the extended notions of “term” and “instance” and for 
unrestricted grafts, that is for C and Ctrl. For the classical case, we have only to note 
that representatives of finite (tuples of) terms are necessarily both finite and acyclic, 
since any (r-)graft which is infinite or possesses a cycle must contain paths of 
unbounded length. Likewise, (tuples of) terms represented by finite acyclic (r-)grafts 
are finite. So if we add the hypothesis that s and t are finite, we are also presuming 
finite acyclic c and d; if we suppose s and t to have a common instance, its representa- 
tive which is an upper bound of c and d will be finite and acyclic, and whenever c and 
d have an acyclic upper bound, which is to say an upper bound in A or At”], they will 
have a finite acyclic upper bound (in particular cud) which will represent finite 
common instances of s and t. Of course, when s and t have a finite common instance, 
their most general common instances in the extended sense are all finite, and coincide 
with their most general common instances in the classical sense. 17 
Incidentally, Corollary 4.6 confirms that terms or term tuples which have a (finite) 
common instance have a (finite) most general common instance. 
In any domain the least upper bound of a finite number of finite elements is finite; 
therefore, the simulation of successive unifications, starting from finite terms, 
will not lead away from finite grafts, whether we simulate classical or extended 
unification. 
The remaining details of how one may use grafts as implementations of tuples of 
terms for the purposes of logic programming are readily disposed of. Let 43 be any 
operation on r-tuples of terms which is either a permutation of the terms of the tuple 
to which it is applied, a dropping of some terms from the end, or a lengthening of the 
tuple with some new and distinct variables, and let Y be the corresponding operation 
on r-grafts: interchanging the root numbers of paths according to the same permuta- 
tion as @, or dropping all paths with some of the highest root numbers, or augmenting 
an r-graft with the reflexivity pairs (r+ l,r+ l), (r+2, r+2), . . . . (s,s) of some 
additional root paths. Then the following proposition is obvious: 
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Proposition 4.7. For @ and Y corresponding according to one of the three cases just 
described, Y does yield s-grafts from r-grafts, with respectively s = r, s <r, s > r, and for 
t an r-tuple ofterms and d an r-graft, if‘tc&(d), then @(t)E&(Y(d)). Further, Y(d) is 
finite if d is and acyclic if d is. 
It is now clear that we can carry out any logic program derivation by working with 
grafts rather than with terms and substitutions. Given a logic program P and goal 
G-+, we may (e.g. by Proposition 4.2) form a graft representation of the sequence of 
terms appearing in each clause of P and, in place of the term part of the initial state, of 
the reduplicated sequence of terms in the tautology G-+G. Then we may proceed to 
compute as described in Section 2, but mimicking the finding of most general common 
instances by the computation of least upper bounds, and implementing the auxiliary 
cutting and pasting on sequences of terms as indicated before Proposition 4.7. Thanks 
to Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.7, we will maintain the invariant relation that the 
current r-graft represents the term part of the state of a corresponding derivation 
carried out in the style of Section 2 after the same number of operations. (Moreover, 
the current r-graft will be always finite; so, given some concrete representation of finite 
r-grafts by machine data structures, we can if we like actually compute this way.) 
Success in deriving an answer will be signalled by arrival at a state with as few roots as 
the number of terms in G; the explicit answer as an instance of G can be reconstructed, 
making arbitrary choices of variable names, from such a state. We remind the reader 
once again of the point of our parallel consideration of the domains A[*] and C? just 
in case we wish to imitate the classical, as opposed to the extended, notion of 
resolution we must carry out our mimicking computation (specifically of least upper 
bounds) in the domains of acyclic grafts. 
5. Open sets and least fixed points 
The graft domains CL”] or A[‘], as r ranges over the predicate arities represented in 
a logic program, provide something akin to the (extended or classical) Herbrand 
universe. A conspicuous difference, however, is that our domains admit partial as well 
as total elements; this is as if the Herbrand universe were to take in all terms, not just 
ground terms. One would expect “Herbrand predicates” in such a universe to be 
closed under instantiation; correspondingly, we shall be interested in upward closed 
subsets of graft domains. Furthermore, as is to be expected in any application of the 
methods of denotational semantics, we would like to require some continuity property 
of the predicates which we allow to be defined; specifically, we shall see that an 
analogue of the usual least fixed point semantics of logic programming emerges from 
a consideration of open subsets of our domains, whose properties we next take up. 
In [8,9] and elsewhere, Scott constructs a topology on every domain, as follows. 
For D a domain, and for any set of elements Xc D, we may write Xfin for the set of all 
those elements of X which are finite. For D in particular a closed family, we write 
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arbitrary elements of Dri, as u, v, etc. as a reminder that they are deductive closures of 
finite consistent sets u, v, etc. of tokens. For any element XED, we define XT, the upper 
section of x, by XT = {y 1 x 5 y}. Scott takes a neighborhood to be just any UT, for UEDrin 
(and it is a neighborhood of any x z U which it contains). Open sets are then, as always, 
arbitrary unions of neighborhoods. 
The Scott topology is the appropriate one for domains, because the independently 
motivated notion of continuity, that a continuous function between domains is one 
which preserves least upper bounds of directed sets, is readily shown to coincide with 
the topological one, that a continuous function is one under which the inverse images 
of open sets are open. 
If we write 2 for the two-element domain (elements I and T, with I E T), it is 
a commonplace that the open subsets of any domain D are in one-to-one correspond- 
ence with the continuous function domain (D-+2), because {T} is the only open 
subset of 2 whose inverse image is at our disposal. The standard construction 
of a continuous function domain, or the use of approximable mappings to construct 
the corresponding information system, would therefore yield a domain of the 
open subsets of D. For greater concreteness, however, we prefer to make a direct 
construction. 
Definition 5.1. For D a domain, let O(D) be the family of upward-closed subsets of 
Drin : 
Notation. For Xc D, write X fi for u {XT 1 XEX}. 
The verification of the following proposition is immediate. 
Proposition 5.2. O(D) is a closed family, even a complete lattice: as well as nonempty 
injima being given by set intersection, the empty injimum is Dfin, and all suprema are 
given by set union. The open subsets ofD are in one-to-one correspondence with O(D) 
according to the reciprocal mappings -fin and -_R, with G in O(D) corresponding to 
5 between open sets,finitary injima in O(D) to intersections ofjnitely many open sets, 
and suprema in O(D) to unions of open sets. 
Not to lull the unwary, it may be well to point out why the open subsets of 
D themselves cannot be expected to form a closed family: in the typical case of a chain 
of finite elements x0 c x1 L ..., with x= ui, > 0 xi its total, infinite least upper bound, we 
would have ()isOxif={~}, not an open set; on the other hand, ni~,xi~rin=O=@rin, 
upholding closure of O(D) under arbitrary nonempty intersections. One may observe 
that the corresponding information system 1(0(D)) is given by 
tokens: Dfin, 
Con: every finite set of tokens, 
E: (u 1 ,..., ii,}t-U ifandonlyif tiicGforsomeiE(l,..., n}. 
(For D a closed family, an alternative construction of an information system might 
have used as tokens the Con-sets of I(D), and have rubbed out the first three overbars 
in the definition of k. This would yield a closed family isomorphic to O(D) as defined 
here.) 
For the remainder of this section, we will do what we can to avert confusion by 
writing E, u, n between elements of graft domains like C, but E, U, n between 
elements of domains like O(C). 
We now turn to an imitation of the program carried out by van Emden and 
Kowalski for classical Herbrand interpretations, and by Lloyd for extended Herbrand 
interpretations as well: associating a continuous transformation with each logic 
program and proving that its least fixed point agrees with a notion of “least model”. 
As a preliminary, we give an easy way of showing that some functions between 
domains are continuous. 
Lemma 5.3. If‘D and D’ are closed,families, and if a function f: D-+D’from elements to 
elements may be defined “tokenwise”, i.e. if there exists some ji.uxrionf^yielding consist- 
ent sets of tokens of D’,from tokens of D such that ,f satisfies 
,f.x=u{,jAIAcx) 
for all .xcD, thenf is continuous. 
Proof. For any set X G D such that u XED (whence necessarily UX = U X), we may 
calculate f(UX)= u {,fAI AEUX~ = lJxExU j?A 1 A~.xJ=u~~~fx, and since we 
have found UxGx,Jx to be an element of D’, it likewise must be UxrX.fIx, sofpreserves 
all least upper bounds which are given by set union, in particular the least upper 
bounds of directed sets.” 1 
We need now to define something like a Cartesian product of open sets in graft 
domains. 
Definition 5.4. For n, m 20, and ;‘= id an n-path, write y + tn for the (m+ n)-path 
(i+m)6. Then for JEC[“], write y+m for ((;,+m,y’+m) 1 (y,?;‘)~yj. Next, for XEC?’ 
and ye@], define the concatenation of s and y by x-y=xu(y+ m). Finally, for 
MEO(C[~]) and NEO(C[“]), or for MEO(A[“‘]) and NEO(A~“]), define M@N by 
M@N=U ((u-u)t&i~M, FEN), 
taking the upper sections in C[“‘+“] or A[“‘+“] as appropriate. 
Proposition 5.5. Concatenation is a continuous and associatbe function of two 
arguments from CL”] x Qnl to C[m+nl, or, restricting to acyclic grafts, ,from A”“] x A[“’ 
‘This lemma may be an observation of the sort which is liable to be made over and over again. Be that as 
it may, we wish to acknowledge that Roger Norton has independently discovered a closely similar result. 
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to A[“f”l. Likewise 0 is a continuous and associativefinction from O(Crml) x O(CY) 
to o(c’“+“l ), orfrom O(Arml) x O(A’“‘) to O(A’mfnl). 
Proof. It is mechanical to check that concatenation produces an (m + n)-graft from an 
m-graft and an n-graft, acyclic if the arguments are and finite if the arguments are, and 
fortunately so since the well-definedness of MON depends on having each U-V 
a finite element of Ctm+nl or A[“‘+“]. Then M@N certainly is an upward-closed subset 
of Cr’+“’ or A:‘+“‘, so @ does yield elements of O(Ctm+“]) or O(A[mfnl). But 0 is 
defined tokenwise and so, by Lemma 5.3, is continuous (in each argument separately, 
hence overall, using a familiar fact about products of domains). Equally concatenation 
was defined tokenwise (via (~,~‘)I+( (Y,?‘)} in its first argument, and 
(y, $)I+{ (?; + IYI. $ + m) 1 in its second) and is continuous too. 
(We remind the reader that any continuous function between domains is in 
particular monotonic: x F y *.fix & ,~JJ. For a reminder of the proof, observe that {x, y} 
is directed.) 
Associativity looks obvious, but is perhaps just worth checking. Certainly con- 
catenation is associative: (x-y) -z=xu(y+m)u(z+m+n)=xu((yu(z+n))+m)= 
x-(y-z). What we need to establish for 0 are the identities 
(M@N)@P= u [(ti -rqfrin 1 ii~M, %N, Gel’}= M@(N@P). 
For this it will be enough to show, for any ti-G-%~C~~‘f”+P1 and x~Ct”‘+“+~~, that 
XQU-c- ; w)f if and only if for some UVE(LI-; z)Tfin (we avail ourselves, for its mne- 
monic value, of ‘UC’ as one variable), xe(utl-+)f, and likewise xe(ti_6^w)f if and 
only if for some z;w~(tl-w)Tfi”, .XE(U- L~)T. The direction which starts by assuming 
xG(u-c- 7 w)T is no problem, for we can exhibit U-V~(U-V)r,i” and ~Y-GE(PG)T~~~. 
In the other direction, supposing we are presented with a finite uv or uw, we have only 
to use the monotonicity of concatenation ~ this accounts for the remark in the pre- 
ceding paragraph - to calculate U-C-M! E uv ^ wExandu^v^w~u^uwcx. 0 
Reciprocally, we next need to define an operation which will trim away some of the 
lowest- and highest-numbered roots from an r-graft, renumbering those that remain 
from 1, and to jump it up to an operation on sets of r-grafts. 
Definition 5.6. For any r-graft x and for any je { 1, . ., r + 1) and ke {0, . . ., Y} such that 
j<k+ 1, define .x15, the segment qf x,fiorn j to k, by 
x1~=i<(i-(j-l))s,(i’-(j-l))s~)I(is,~s’)Ex andj<i<k and j<i’<k}. 
Correspondingly, for M G C”] or M 5 A’*‘, define M 11; by 
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Extraction of a segment from an r-graft can be compounded out of the operations of 
permuting roots and discarding paths with big root numbers which were treated so 
casually at the end of Section 4. We continue to take it as obvious that x15 is 
a (k-j+ 1)-graft, and will inherit finiteness and lack of cycles from X. We shall need, 
however, a number of rather detailed properties of concatenation, segmentation, and 
their associated set operations. 
Proposition 5.7. The mapping XHX~$ is a continuous function from C?‘] to C[k-j+ll or 
from API to A[k-j+ 11 
Proof. XH.$ may be defined tokenwise, according to the mapping on tokens 
(i6,i’6’)Hifj,<i~kandj,<i’~kthen(((i-(j-1))6,(if-(j-1))6’)}else8and,so,is 
continuous by Lemma 5.3. S 
The following lemma seems to be vital. 
Lemma 5.8. Let x be any (acyclic) r-g@, with Jo { 1, . , r + l} and k~(0, . . . , r} satisfy- 
ing j,< k + 1, and suppose y is an (acyclic) (k-j + 1)-graft such that x I$ E y. Then for the 
(acyclic) r-graft 
y’S ~Ij-ll-y-~[r~kl, 
the (acyclic) least upper hound x u y’ exists, and 
(xu y’)lj=y. 
Proof. We present a direct construction of an r-graft w which makes it evident that 
w is the least upper bound of x and y’, that it is acyclic if x and y are, and that its 
segment from j to k is y. 
Consider first the set of r-paths lxlu y’l, and on it the smallest equivalence relation 
-i containing both -X and -?,. Let U be the subset of 1x1 consisting of paths with 
root numbers j through k: U = Ix 1: + (j- l)/. Then the _I -equivalence classes are 
easily seen to be of three kinds: 
l [alX where r + x p for all /?E U ~ nodes of x not accessible from the roots j through k, 
l [cx],, where gE[y +( j- 1) 1 and a +,, /3 for all DE U ~ nodes of y’ having no precursor 
in x, 
l [cc],u[cc],~, where c[EU. 
Second, let 
W= IxluIy’lu{/Q I /IEIxI is unlabelled; 
B-1 B for some ~EU; 
and Bygl ~‘1). 
It is straightforward to verify that W is an r-tree. Indeed, both the tree-consistency and 
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tree-closure of Ware almost immediate consequences of the corresponding properties 
of the r-trees 1x1 and ly’(. 
Next, it is also straightforward to check that an r-graft on W is defined by 
w2= -lu{(By,Sy),(~~,Sp)l~,~~lxl are unlabelled; 
B-14 6 -r B for some CXEU; and By~ly’l} 
which moreover is acyclic if x and y are acyclic grafts. To see this, it may be helpful to 
observe that the equivalence classes of -Z are in one-to-one correspondence with 
those of -1. The new paths of Ware all called into existence at once by the need to 
satisfy clause (ii) of Definition 3.1, which also forces their equivalences to old paths; 
then in one more step Definition 3.l(ii) also demands all the equivalences of new paths 
to each other. 
Finally, define the r-graft w, acyclic if x and y are, by 
IwI= W and -,,,=-2. 
Since Ixl~lwI and -X~-l~-,,,, and similarly for y’, we have xc w and y’ E w. 
Recalling that sets bounded from above in finitary domains possess least upper 
bounds, we conclude that x u y’ exists, and that XL. y’ E w. On the other hand, the 
discussion above shows that any r-graft containing x and y’ must also contain w, and 
so w=xuy’. 
Notice that the construction of w does not introduce any new paths with root 
numbers between j and k, nor does it merge any distinct equivalence classes (shifted up 
by j- 1) of y. It follows that (xuy’)$=y. 0 
The following piece of informal reasoning may help to make it intuitively clear that, 
in the proof just given, x u y’ is acyclic if x and y are. Thinking of graphs in place of 
grafts, the set of nodes of xu y’ is in one-to-one correspondence with [(nodes of 
x) - (nodes of x It)] u (nodes of y) ~ call it AuB according to this analysis. Then paths 
of x uy’ can stay inside B, and behave just like paths of y, or stay inside A, and behave 
just like the same paths of x, or can start in A and end in B; but they cannot escape 
from B to A - hence, cannot bend around into a cycle. 
We can encapsulate some of the force of Lemma 5.8 in a more memorable form: 
Lemma 5.9. Let M be a subset ofC[*l (or ofAL’]), with jg { 1, . . , r + l}, ke (0, . . ., r}, and 
j<k+ 1. Then 
Likewise, considering only jinite grafts throughout, if M c CEL (or M c A::), then 
(MIl$)Il,in=(MfIfin) 114. 
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Proof. For the first statement, consider any ~E(M 115) 0, so that 4’2 x 1; for some XE M. 
Setting y’= J_~~-‘~-y-~~‘-‘l, acco d. r mg to Lemma 5.8 x u 4” exists, and (x u y’)ij” = 4’. 
Since .xuy’~Mfi, this shows ~‘~(Mfl)~l~. 
On the other hand, if we take ~E(M 0) IIt, so that y= x 1: for some XE M fi, we must 
have x zz for some ZE M, so by the monotonicity of segmentation, J = x 1: 2 z 15. Since 
zl$~M IIs, this shows ~E(M lli)fi. 
For the second statement, the proof is identical, writing everywhere firin in place 
of 0, and noting that XU~‘, as the least upper bound of two finite elements, is 
finite. 0 
We may now show that element-wise segmentation preserves open sets. 
Proposition 5.10. The rnuppirlg M++M 11: is LI continuous &nction .from O(Crrl) to 
O(Crkmj+“) o1.ji.0~1 CI(A”“) to O(Afk-j+ ‘I). 
Proof. The principal thing to be shown is that M 11s is an element of O(Ctk-j+ll) for 
MEO(C[‘]), that is an upward-closed subset of CFRj+ll (and analogously for acyclic 
domains). We may express the upward closure of M as M = M ofin; then, using the 
second statement of Lemma 5.9, we have 
but this says in turn that M 11: is upward-closed. 
All that remains is to observe that (I is defined tokenwise, and so by Lemma 5.3 we 
are done: MHM 11; is continuous. 0 
The following proposition relates concatenation to segmentation. 
Proposition 5.11. (i) For yi~C[j”, i = 1, , m, and 1 <k <m, 
(y1-y2-... -~,)I~:=:::=j:_,+1=4.k. 
(ii) For zECIjl +“’ +id, 
z ljll - . -zIj;:::::j~:_,+l~z. 
Proof. The binary case (to say nothing of the unary and nullary cases) is immediate 
from the definitions, as is the observation that one may cut out a segment in stages: 
dl’,=(dli)/: for r<t, 
to state it in no more generality than we shall use. Now supposing m > 3, the proof of 
(i) does not even need induction: we take .x=~~~...~~~_~, ~=~~+r-...-~~, 
s=jr+...+jk-r+l, r=.jl+...+,jkr and calculate (x^~‘~~z)~~=((x-~~-z)/;)~:= 
(-x-J’r,)j:=yk. 
Part (ii) needs a simple induction, and also the monotonicity of concatenation. Take 
r=jl+... +j,_ 1, then the calculation goes (for ma2 if we like, but always relying 
on the binary case): ~1’1~-...-~lj:=:::=j~:~,+,=(z1’11^...-21:_~,~,*~)-zl:=ii”= 
(-1:1_111-...-z i:I:-j,,_,+l) -z~::‘;‘~zI:-z~::jl~~Z. i7 
We are now ready to define “graft programs” and “graft interpretations”. 
Definition 5.12. Let a logic program P consist of clauses C1 , . . . , C,, and let the set of 
predicate letters which appear in P be R = {R,, . ., Rk $. Let each clause Cj of P have 
the form 
where lj = ar Pj, + ... + ar Pjm, + ar Qj and, of course, { Pj,, . ., Pjm,, Qj} E R. By a gruff 
progvanr P* corresponding to P we mean, ambiguously, P augmented by, for each 
clause Cj, any /j-graft cjE&(rj,, . . . . tj/,). (In the terminology of Section 2, one 
may think of L’j as supplanting the “term part” of C,.) A gruff interpretation (acyclic 
graft interpretation) of P* is an assignment J of an element of O(CrarR1) (O(Acar R1)) 
to each RER. 
Since the terms appearing in P are all finite, necessarily we find CjEAlA. The 
finiteness of Cj is essential to our purposes; its acyclicity is not. (The way is clear to 
consider also logic programs which may contain “rational” infinite terms, those 
having finite representatives in C, but we suspect that the generality gained would be 
spurious.) 
Note that a graft interpretation J is effectively (even exactly for those who admit 
products over arbitrary index sets) an element of an ordinary Cartesian product of 
domains j” E O(Ct”’ R1l x . x O(Ct”’ ““I); we shall feel free to treat it as such. Similarly 
for an acyclic graft interpretation and the domain fA = O(A’“’ R11) x ... x O(A[“’ Rrl). 
Now to define a continuous transformation of graft interpretations of a graft 
program, whose least fixed point we may say is the denotation of its predicate letters 
which the program defines. 
Definition 5.13. For P* a graft program as in Definition 5.12, define T& and T&, the 
transformutions of’(ucyclic) gruft interpretations associuted with P*, by the following 
formula, for X=C,A, for JEW’, and for RER (note that we use “(It”‘Q~l)T” as an 
ambiguous notation for Ct”’ Q~l or Atar Q~l, partly as a reminder that the whole domain 
is an upper section, but principally to avoid writing “Xt”’ Q~1”): 
T&(J)(R)= u ([J(Pjl)@ ... ~~(Pj,,)~(~‘“‘QJ’)~rinlnCj~fin)l~~~-arQ~+l. 
Q,=R 
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On the right-hand side, T is to be read in acyclic graft domains, and U, 0, n, jj in 
acyclic open set domains, if and only if X = A. 
Despite the complexity of this definition, the following proposition is easy. 
Proposition 5.14. T& is o continuous tran~fbrmation ,from (treating interpretations as 
k-tuples) 1’ to gc; T~s likewi,se from IA to 8”. 
Proof. We have only to observe that the defining expression in Definition 5.10 is built 
up from elements of open set domains by continuous operations: @ and 11 we have 
proven continuous; n is greatest lower bound in a closed family, continuous by the 
mere distributivity of set intersection over set union, and U is continuous as (iterated) 
least upper bound in a complete lattice. 0 
We naturally observe that T& has a least fixed point, the (acyclic if X=A) graft 
interpretation fix T&, and we call each (fix T&)(R), for RER, the (acyclic) denotation 
of R in P*. 
In order to have something to prove about fix T& and fix T$ beyond mere 
existence, we next define “graft models” of a graft program. Annoyingly, we cannot 
very well make a graft model be the same type of object as a graft interpretation 
because there is no excuse for building in to the definition that a model must assign 
open sets to the predicate letters. 
Definition 5.15. For P* a graft program as in Definition 5.12, a gryft model of P* 
(acyclic grclft model of P*) is an assignment M to each predicate letter RER of a subset 
of CL”’ R1 (ALar ‘I) which satisfies the following property for j = 1. . ., n: for any (acyclic) 
lj-graft dECjf, 
if dl”,‘PJ’EM(Pjl) and . . . and dl::I~:~:_ilrp,,,,,+ItM(Pj,,), 
then dl%-.,,,+,EM(Qj). 
We may speak of intersections of models, meaning the obvious pointwise operation: 
(ni,, M,)(R)- fli,, M,(R); similarly, for inclusion of one assignment of sets to predi- 
cate letters in another, and for unions of graft interpretations: (vi,, Ji)(R)~ IJit, Ji(R), 
In the same spirit, we write fi for the operation turning a graft interpretation into 
something of the right type to be potentially a graft model: (J 0) (R) = J (R) fi. While we 
are at it, we will write 0 for the graft interpretation assigning @ to every predicate letter, 
the bottom element of dc and of y”, allowing us to express in familiar notation 
a consequence of the continuity of T&: 
The proof of the following proposition is automatic. 
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Proposition 5.16. The set of (acyclic) graft models of P* is closed under arbitrary 
nonempty intersections, and there is a greatest model, assigning all of Cl”’ R1 (or all of 
AIarR1) to each RER. Consequently, P* has a least (acyclic) graft model which we denote 
by M& (or M$), the intersection of all its (acyclic) graft models. 
We may now prove the expected proposition relating least fixed points to least 
models. 
Proposition 5.17. (fix T&) fi = M&, fbr X = C, A. 
Proof. We shall proceed just as usual for proofs of this sort: we will use the fixed-point 
property of fix T& to show that (fix T&)fl is a model, and use induction to show that 
the fi of every finite iterate of T & at 8 is contained in every model. 
To show that (fix T&)0 is a model, we suppose dEcjr> and we write as a shorthand 
S1 ,..., S,,for(fixTp*)(Pjr) )...) (fi~T~*)(Pj~~,).Ufor(I’“‘~~‘)T~i~,andd, ,..., d,,+rfor 
dir 
arP31 , ..d-,rQ,+l. We have to prove that if d,ESl fi and . . . &,~S,,fl, then 
d m,+l~(fi~ T&)(Qj)fi. We show first that, under this hypothesis, d is to be found in 
(S, @ ... @ S,I @ CJ)fl. There must exist finite \C1~SI, . . ..M’.,E~,, such that \GiEdi, 
i=l, . , mj; it follows by the monotonicity of concatenation and by 5.1 l(ii) that 
w, -...-\& --[“‘QA,d,-...-d,n ,-d,,. 1 rd, 
so d is where we said it would be. 
Since also d~cjT, we have 
dc(S, @ ... OS,, @ U)fincjl=([Sl @ ... OS,, @ U]ncjTfi,)fi. 
Now there must exist L~E[S~ 0 ... @ S,, 0 U]ncjTrin such that C&d; consequently, 
by the monotonicity of segmentation, Uli; _ar Q, + 1 &d,, + 1. But Definition 5.13 pre- 
cisely tells us that tilf:_ar Q,+ I~ T& (fix T$*)(Q,i)3 SO we have 
d ~,+IETP* (fix TF*)(Qj)II=(fiX T&)(Qj)fi; 
(fix T&)fl is a model; hence, (fix T&)fl? M&. 
For the reverse inclusion, we suppose for some graft interpretation J and model 
M that JrjcM, and we show T&( J)flcM. For each RER, if we should find any 
(ar R)-graft eE T&( J)(R)fl, it can only be on account of some C E e with VET&( J)(Qj)> 
for some j such that Qj- R. But, according to definition 5.13, this presupposes a 
Ulcj such that U~J(Pjl)o ... OJ(Pjm,)O(ifara~l)T~~n~we write Ur,...,U,,+r for 
Ul”l P,I 
, . . ..!&.Q,+1 -with 6 *,+ 1 = ii This is to say, by Definition 5.4, that there exist 
C1~J(Pjl), . . . . W,J~J(Pj,,) with u~~~,-...^M’,,^I[“‘Q~l, whence, by the mono- 
tonicity of segmentation and by Proposition 5.1 l(i), we have Ui 7 “i, i = 1, . . . , mj. But 
then since each J(Pji) is an upward-closed set of finite elements, also UiEJ( Pji), 
i= 1, .._,mj_ 
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Now take d = Uu e’, where e’ = 1”~ -ar Q~l-r; since e 2 C= U,,,, + 1, Lemma 5.8 assures 
us that d exists, and that dl$ a* QJ + 1 = e. Certainly, d z U 2 (‘j. By the monotonicity 
of segmentation, dl ;‘P~~~U1~J(Pjl),...,dl::_::~:_,,p,,,~,+l~11,~~.I(P,,); therefore, 
crl”l”J’E~((jl)~~M(Pjl), “.3 dl::I~:~:_arp,m,,+, EM( Pj,,). According to Definition 
5.15, we conclude eEM(Qj). 
This shows that Jfi c MaT&(J)fl E M for every model M; also 80 =@c M for 
every M; hence, by induction on II, (fix T& ) fi = u,, 2 O (( T&)‘(g) 0) G M for every model 
M. Hence, (fix T&)ficM&; we are done. n 
Having all the tools to hand, we cannot resist offering a proposition relating least 
Herbrand models to least graft models ~ in effect covering the same ground as the last 
part of Section 4, but denotationally rather than operationally. 
We first associate an Herbrand interpretation to any graft interpretation in a way 
which may appear roundabout, but which seems to be well chosen in view of the 
advantages of disregarding so far as possible both whether terms are finite or infinite 
and whether grafts are total or partial. 
Definition 5.18. For P a logic program with set R of predicate letters and P* 
a corresponding graft program as in Definition 5.12, and for J any (acyclic) graft 
interpretation of P*, define .iy (.I ), the (clussical) Herhrand interpretation associated to 
J, by 
:#VJ)= u u IQ I r t is a (classical) ground instance of s 
QcR Ud(QI 
for some SE.CI/(LI)). 
We note that, writing X(J)(Q) for the Herbrand predicate associated to Q by -K(J), 
we have in the extended case X(J)(Q)GT[“‘~’ and in the classical case 
sY(J)(Q)sT;;“‘. 
For the following lemma and proposition we need to suppose that the syntax of 
terms is such that every tuple of terms has a ground instance. This is to require in the 
classical case that there should be at least one function letter of arity zero, and in the 
extended case that there should be at least one function letter of whatever arity. 
We will allow ourselves to use the symbol - between tuples of terms to mean 
ordinary concatenation into longer tuples, as well as between r-grafts for our defined 
notion of concatenation, and we note that we may restate the definition of Tp given in 
2.15 by saying that the contribution to Tp( I) from our typical program clause Cj is 
(Qjg I (3h)h=h,-...-~z,,,^y, 
11 is a ground instance of the term part of Cj, 
and Pjih,~l, i= 1, . . . . nzj{. 
We can segregate most of the work in Lemma 5.19. 
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Lemma 5.19. For J a graft interpretarion (acyclic graft interpretation) of P*, for Tp the 
trunsfiwmution of extended (classical) Herhrund interpretations associated to P, and for 
X=C (A), 
Proof. We show first that Tp(X( J))z.X(T&( J)). For this, suppose that we find 
some Qy~&?(7’&( J)); this must be on account of some 6~ T&(J)(Q) and (ar Q)-tuple 
of terms qua! for which y is a ground instance of q. Then we may argue as 
in the proof of the second half of Proposition 5.17 that for some clause Cj (with cor- 
responding Ij-graft cj and with Qj- Q) there must exist a U=lCj with 
UEJ(P,,)@ ... @J(Pj,,)@ _Ltar~‘Tfin such that L~I::_~~,+,=C and such that, letting 
u1, . . . . um, 
1, - ar o 
=UIYPJ1 ,..., $-arQ-arP,, +I’ we have i&~J(Pji) for i= 1, . . ..mj. 
Take any t=tI-...-t,,,, T‘p~.d(ii) with each ti an (arPji)-tuple of terms for 
i= 1, ,... /tti. Proposition 4.7 shows that tiE.rJ(ui) for i= 1, . . . . mj and that p, even as q, 
is represented by till:_,, Q+ I = I!, so that, by the third observation after Definition 4.1, 
y is a ground instance of p. Let o be a substitution such that po=g, and let 
h=hr-...-h,, -9 be any ground instance of to. Then for each i = 1, . , mj, hi is 
a ground instance of ti~.rZ(tii), and recalling that tii~J(Pji), we have P,hi~~(J). But 
by Proposition 4.5, because U z cj, t is an instance ~ and so 11 is a ground instance ~ of 
the term part of Cj. Hence, by our restatement of Definition 2.15, QYE Tp(Z( J)). This 
shows 7-p(,;Y(J))~.K(Z-px,(J)). 
For the reverse inclusion, consider any Q~GT~(X(J)); its presence must be justified 
by some clause Cj with Q-Qj and by some Ij-tuple of ground terms 
h=h,-...-A,, -cl, a ground instance of the term part of Cj, for which Pjihi~~(J), 
i= 1, . . . . mj. But this last is to say that there are tuples of terms sl, . . . . sm,, each Si an 
(ar Pji)-tuple, such that, for i = 1, , Mj, hi is a ground instance of si and si~~~((wi) for 
some WiGJ (Pji). We can choose .s~, . . . , S, I to have disjoint sets of variables, and choose 
.x1, . , x,, Q to be further distinct variables; then h will be a common ground instance 
of the term part of Cj and of s=.sl-...-s, -(.x L, , x,, Q). Equally, because of the 
disjointness of the variables in the sections of s, it is easy to see that 
SE.~(W1-...-)~,,-I’a’Q’). 
Now by Corollary 4.6, because s has a common instance with the term part of Cj, 
w 1 -...-w -I’“’ Q1 and (‘j must have an upper bound; because they are both finite 
/,-grafts, thly have a,finite least upper bound ~ call it U. (Note that in the extended case 
h itself need not have a finite representing graft.) 
Let O=UJ~;_a,Q+,; according to Definition 5.13, GET&(J)(Q). Take TV,& and let 
t = t’-q for q an (ar Q)-tuple; by Proposition 4.7 it is clear that qE&(tl). By Corollary 
4.6, t is a most general common instance of s and the term part of Cj; so, h is an 
instance of t; accordingly LJ is an instance of q. This shows Qy~x(“(r&(J)); conse- 
quently, Tp(X(J))GX(T&(J)). 0 
It is now easy to prove the following proposition. 
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Proposition 5.20. Under the same conditions as Lemma 5.19, 
fix TP = *(fix Tpx,). 
Proof. Trivially @=Y(@); by induction on n Lemma 5.19 then yields 
TF(@)=2((T&)“(@)) for all n>O and, thus, 
fixTp= u T;(8)= u 2((T&)“((P))=A‘ 
?I20 ?I30 
recalling that the right-hand u really is, for each predicate letter Q, a union of sets of 
finite (ar Q)-grafts, and noting that A? is defined pointwise. 0 
Letting -fin act componentwise on graft models, we may re-express Proposition 5.20 
as 
MP=x((M$*)fi,) 
by Proposition 5.17 and the least Herbrand model property of fix T,. It follows that, 
for each predicate letter Q, Mp(Q) comprises, in the extended case, precisely those 
term tuples represented by total (ar Q)-grafts in M&(Q), and, in the classical case, just 
those represented by finite total (ar Q)-grafts in M&(Q). 
Reverting to the consideration of T&, one may observe that an open subset of C?’ 
or A[‘] can be represented by a set of any (rather than all) finite elements the union of 
whose upper sections it is. It is then interesting to notice that a representation of any 
finite power of T& or Tie at 8 can be ground out as a finite collection of finite grafts. 
The following proposition spells this out for each of the four steps involved, according 
to Definition 5.13, in the computation of T&(J)(R): 
Proposition 5.21. [f’ U, VcCrl (OY A:“) and WGCE~ (or A::), with X= Ufi, Y= Vfi, 
Z = Wfi (so that X, Y, Z are open subsets of the same domains, and Xfin, Yfi,, Zfin are 
their representatives in the corresponding O(-) domains) and ifc,CFl (or AK:), then 
(xfin 0 zfin)fl = {x _ZIXEX, zEZ}f/={U-U’IUEU, %W}fl; 
(XfinnCtfin)~ = XncT = {UUC 1 UE U and U, c have an upper bound} 0; 
CCxfin)ll$)fl =x ll;=(” ll$)iI; 
(X,i,U Yfi,)~ =XU Y=(UUV) ~. 
Proof. Entirely mechanical, except that the line involving II requires Lemma 5.9. 0 
It is evident that representation of [(T&)“(@)(R)] fi by a finite set of finite grafts is 
preserved, and that the key computation, as in the goal-directed running of logic 
programs, is of such least upper bounds as exist between pairs of finite grafts. 
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Grafts may be seen as an abstract form of the first-order data structures manipu- 
lated in a number of functional programming languages descended from Lisp. We are 
guardedly hopeful that some rather low-level rapprochement between functional and 
logic programming may be possible, based on a recognition that they provide 
alternative ways of computing with the same objects. 
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